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Abstract_ This paper presents mathematical and computer tools for the evaluation of data 
overheads in message streams considering a two-stage framing and a retransmission protocol 

for error correction: a typical case of IBM-SNA with SDLe. The paper also describes an 
application that illustrates the use of the tools and that shows how the various factors 

affecting the overheads can be balanced, so that minimum overheads and consequently 
maximum throughput can be achieved. The general approach used in the paper would help in 
the future evaluation of data overheads for other framing and transmission systems. 

Introduction 

In data networks, data overheads represent one part of the cost paid for controlling the 
operations of such networks. One research objective associated with data overheads has 

been the evaluation of the size of data packets transmitted through the network for the 
purpose of reducing the effect of the overheads on network utilization. Important 

examples of research work related to this objective include the work reported by Majithia 
and Bhar [1], and the work reported by Schwartz [2]. 

Majithia and Bhar studied the optimum fixed packet size that minimizes the 
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proportion of overheads in the transmitted data, considering operational overheads 
resulting from the network operations, and blank padding overheads resulting from 

increasing the bits of smaller packets to reach a specific fixed size, Schwartz reported 
work concentrated on finding the optimum packet size that maximizes network 

throughput considering network operational overheads, and the retransmission overheads 
resulting from the retransmission of packets received in error [I, 2], 

The aim of the work presented here is to evaluate the data overheads resulting 
from a two stage framing of messages and retransmission against the framing sizes, and 

the bit error rate: BER, This is a typical case in SNA (IBM System Network 
Architecture) where framing is done for both: the application buffer: AB, and the 

Request/Response Unit: RU, with error control using retransmission according to 
SDLC (Synchronous Data Link Control) [3]. This helps the management of networks 

based on SNA, (or based on similar principles) such as our GULFNET (the research 
computer network of the Gulf Cooperation Council Countries), in making decisions 

about AB and RU sizes under different circumstances. The work involves the derivation 
of a general model that enables the required evaluation; the development of computer 

tools for the use of the model; and the investigation of case-studies with simulated 
streams of messages for the development of results and the derivation of conclusions. 

A General Model 

The aim of the general model is to represent three stages of adding data overheads 
to each originated data message of a message stream. The first stage divides each data 

message into units of a specific size (in SNA this is the Application Buffer size: AB 
bits). The resulting units will be of equal size (AB) except for the last unit which would 

be a fraction of that equal size. Overheads will then be added to each unit before 
introducing it to a second framing stage. 

The second framing stage divides the data units resulting from the first stage, 

together with the firt stage overheads, into new units of a new size (in SNA this is the 
Request/Response Unit size: RU bits). The resulting units will be of equal size (RU) 
except for the last new units which will be a fraction of that equal size. More overheads 

are then added to each new unit before transmitting them through a specific network 
link. 

In the transmission of the new units, together with their overheads, transmission 

errors may occur; and this would usually cause the retransmission of the units received 
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in error depending on the error control protocol used (SNA uses SDLC with "GO-Back
N" protocol) [3]. Such retransmission can be viewed as additional data overheads. 

The three stage overheads described above have been fonnulated within a general 

model; and this fonnulation is presented in the following. 

• Figure 1 represents the first stage framing of a data message M[i] of a stream 
of N messages; and Table I describes the factors associated with the input 
message stream, the AB framing and the overheads of this stage. 

INPUT OPERATION 

/ 
FRAMING 

M[i] Stage: One 
• 

Message til SNA Application 
of Buffer: AB 

N messages \,. 

"'\ 

~ 

OUTPUT STREAM 

data: MPI 
[ij 

n[i] AB + 
a[i] AB 

overheads: HI 

nEil h, + 
+ h, • A[i] 

n[i] units of AB + h, 
and 

One unit of alii AS + h, 

Fig. 1. Fint stage framing (SNA·AB framing) of a single message. 

• Figure 2 represents the second stage framing of the units resulting from the 
first stage; and Table 2 describes the factors associated with the input stream 

of this stage, the RU framing, and the overheads. 
• Table 3 describes the factors associated with the transmission stream, 

transmission errors, retransmission, and the overheads. 
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INPUT OPERATION OUTPUT STREAM 

Stage 2 
overheads 

/ FRAMING "'\ n[i] { k[O] RU n[i] { k[O] + 
+ b[D] RU} + B[O] } h, 

n[i] (AB + h, ) Stage: TWO 

I SNA 

n[i] units RequeSVResponse (n[i] - k[O] units of RU + h, 
of(AB + h,) Unit:RU plus 

Case: FULL SIZE n[i] units of bIOI RU + h, } 

"- UNITS ~ 

Stage 2 
overheads 

/ FRAMING "'\ k[i] RU + {k[i] + 
Stage: TWO b[i] RU + B[i]} h, a[i] AB + h, A[i] 

SNA 
I RequeSVResponse 

one unit Unit:RU {k[i] units of RU + h,2 plus 

Case: FRACTION one unit of b[i] RU + h, 

\. UNITS 

Fig. 2. Second stage framing (SNA-RU framing) of streams resulting from a single 
message. 

• Table 4 describes the overheads ratio that can be used for the evaluation of 

the overheads considered. 

Computer Implementation 

For the evaluation of the overheads described above, for various case studies, 

using the developed model, a computer program, that implements the model has been 
derived. The program: 

• accepts simulated message streams, or practical streams collected from 
previous experience; 
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• perfonns the first and the second stage framing, as well as the transmission 

stage considering the various corresponding overheads; and 
• evaluates t.lJe overheads against the various factors considered including: the 

characteristics of the message stream, the AB size, the RU size, the 
retransmission protocol used, and the bit error rate, 

Figure 3 gives a general flowchart that represents the basic tasks of the developed 
computer program, 

As shown in Table I, for computing V I, HI [i] for all messages needs to be 

computed, and this depends on the values of n[i] and ali], In addition, for computing V2 

of Table 2, H2[i] for all messages needs to be computed, and this does not only depend 

on n[i] and ali], but it also depends on kID], b[D], k[i], and b[i], Table 5 shows how 

HI[i] and H2[i] can be computed for different values of n[i], ali], k[D], b[D], k[i], and 

b[i], 

As shown in Table 3, for computing V3' H3[i] for all messages needs to be 

computed, and this depends on the above mentioned factors, and on the retransmission 

rules of the data link protocol used, Table 6 shows how H3[i] can be computed for the 

case of SDLC with "GO-Back-N" protocol ( we consider that the frame in error and the 

next one will be retransmitted except for the last frame), 

Practical Investigations 

The practical investigation presented here considers the question of how the 

overheads ratio (R ) changes with the change of the values of the main parameters 
considered including: The message stream (messages of random length M [i ], where i 
is a counter for N messages); the size of the first framing stage (AB); the size of the 
second framing stage (RU ); and the probability that a bit is in error (p ), This helps in 

providing guidelines for choosing suitable values for AB and RU , so that the overheads 
ratio can be minimized for given message streams and expected transmission errors, 

Using this (for our purpose in GULFNET) would improve nenvork throughput, 
For the investigation described below, the message stream is simulated 

considering the message length to be of exponential distribution with an average 
message length that can be given as an input parameter For the simulation of the 

stream the work given in [4] has been used, 
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~--------------------------------------------------------------
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,STAGES 

PERFORM FIRST STAGE FRAMINO ON 
MesSAGE STREAM. 

COMPUTE: (UNITS OF RESULTING STREAM. V1) 
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PERFORM TRANSMISSION (RETRANSMISSION, 
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,EVALUATION 
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RETURN 
( .. ~ql,llred for 
reI~lPItlon) 

Fig. 3. A general nowchart representing the basic tasks of the developed computer 
program that imlements the model. 
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Table 1. Basic issues and factors associated with the analysis of overheads 

resulting from AB framing 

i .. ) ·.··.···ISSIlE.·.·.· .. · •... · . 
•• ••••••••••• 

... 
FACTOR DESCRIPTION 

Input stream N Number of messages 

i Message counter 

M[i) Length of message [i) Ibits) 

S Total number of bits in the message stream 

X 
S = k M[i) 

F1 Ibns) 

Framing AB Application buffer size Ibns) 

(application buffer) Dividing: 
M[i] = n[i] + ali] 

M[~ AS 

n[i) Number of complete AS units in M[i]. n[i] is an 
integer 

a[i) The fraction of AS In M[I]: 0 < ali] < 1 

A[i) A[i) = t for ari] > 0 

A[i) = 0 for a[I1 = 0 

OVerhead. h, Length of overheads added to each unit of size AB 
and of a fraction of AS Ibn.) 

H, [i[ Length of first stage overheads for M[i] (bits) 

H, [i) = (n[i) • A[i)) h, 

y, Total overheads for the message stream due to 
the first stage framing X IMs) 

y. = k H,[I) 

i""'l 
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The results obtained, from the evaluation of the overheads ratio, R for different 
values of AB, R U, p, and the average message length of the data stream M are 

given in the following Figures: 

• Figure 4 shows the change of R versus the change of R U for different values 

of AB, assuming one given value for p and another for M . 
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Table 2. Basic issues and factors associated with the analysis of overheads 
resulting from RU framing 

ISSue 
..•. ..... FACTOI(··.·.· ............. ..... . ..................... ·<i/· 

.... ... . ' ...... Ii •....•...... •.•.........•.•...•.•....•.•. OESC~.. ••...•...• 
Inpu stream STREAM Mli] + H, Ii] = nlij (AB + h, ) + ali] AS + h, Alii 

RESULTING 
FROMM(i] 

FULL SIZE SIZE = AB + h, (bits) 
UNITS Number of fUll size units in Mlij is: nli] 

FRACTION SIZE II aOI AS + h, Am (btts) 
UNITS One fraction un~ in Mli] • if ali] > 0 

Framing RU Request/Response unit size (bits) 

(RequestlResponsa unit' DIVIDING: AB + AB+h, 
h, = klOl + RU 

DIVIDING: ali] 
a[i) AB + h, A[i) AB + h, AP] = kfil + blil 

RIT 
kiD] Numoer OJ complete nus In a fixed site input unit. 

b(0] The fraction of RU in a fixed size input unit. 

BID] BID] = 1 for b(0] > 0 
BID] = 0 for b(0] > 0 

kli] Number of complete RUs in the fixed variable siZe 
input unit L 

b(i] The fraction of RU in the fIXed size variable input 
unit i. 

BP] Bli] = 1 for b(ij > 0 
Bli] = 0 for b(i] > 0 

Overheads h, Length of overheads added to each complete RU or 
fraction unit of RU. (bits) 

H, Ii] Length of overheads for the input stream resulting 
from Mli]. (bll.) 

H, P] = nli] (kiD] + BID)) 

h, + (kli] + Blil ) h, 

V, Total overheads for the message stream. (Mo) 

N 
V, = T=r,li] 

• Figure 5 is similar to Figure 4, but for another value of M . This illustrates 

the effect of changing the value of M on the other factors. 
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Table 3. Basic Issues and factors associMed wHh the analysis of overheads resulting from 
retransmi55ions Cilused by transmission errors 

ISSUE FACTOR DESCRIPTION 

Input stream STREAM Mli} + H, ~l + H2 [q = (bits) 
RESULTING ( n[il klOI + klil) (RU + h,) + 
FROMM[i] 

n[il (biD) RU + B[O) h,) + blil RU + B[il h, 

FULL SIZE SIZE = RU + h2 (Ms) 
UNITS Number of full size units in Mti] is: n(i1 kiD] + klil 

SMALLER SIZE = biOI RU + h, 
FIXED SIZE Number of smaller fIXed size units is' n[il 

UNITS 

VARIABLE SIZE = bill RU + h2 
SIZE UNITS One variable size unit in Mli1 if blil > 0 

Transmission errors q The probability thai a bit is correct 

p The probability that a bit IS incorrect p = 1 - q 

°l"size"] The probability that a frame of size "size" is correct. 
o = (q)- = (1 -p)-

prsiZe-1 The probability that a frame of size· size' is incorrect 

p = , - a = 1 - {1 - p)$"" 

Retransmission overheads hl ,' Overheads resulting from the retransmission of a full size unit: 
RU + h2. 

p '"RU + hl"j (RU + h2) 

h" 
, 

Overheads resulting from the retransmission of a smaller fixed 
size units: b[O] RU + B[OJ h2 

prb[OI RU + B[OI hil (b[OI RU + B[OI h, ) 

h" 
, 

Overheads resulting from lhe retransmission of a variable size 
units: bIil RU + Bli] h2_ It exist if bill >0 

prb(i) RU + B~I h,1 ( b~1 RU + B[i) h, ) 

H,(ij Retransmission overheads for M{i]. It depends on 
h),3 , and the data link protocol used. 

h3,' ,h3,2 , 

(e,g, Synchronous Data Link Control: SOLC with 
"GO-Back-N" or with "Selective Repeat" 

DATA LINK SOLC is used by IBM-SNA_ It is based on ARQ principles 
PROTOCOL (Automatic Repeat Request). It has different types. 

In SOLe with "GO-Back-N", each frame received in error is 
retransmitted with the (N) most recent frames 
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In SDLe with "Selective Repeat", only the frame received in error 
is retransmitted. 

H3[ij can be computed according to the above 

(See Table 10.6) 

V, Total overheads rn.ulting from retransmission (bits) 

N 

V . 1=11: H" rn 
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~~=::==~ ______ AB = O.5K 

~ __ '-___ -_- AB = lK 
_______ AB = 16K 

RU size (bits) 

Fig. 4. The overheads ratio versus the RU size for different values of AB. (Mean = lK, P=lE .. S). 

Table 4. The overheads ratio for the three stages 

. .... . ..................................... ~#:TOR·· •. · .. · . ..> 
L!liSUE ........ . ...: ......... . I ....DeSCRII'11ON 

GENERAL Measures the proportion of overheads: 
Measuring the relative leve' OVERHEADS 
of overheads RATIO OVERHEADS 

DATA + OVERHEADS 

R The overheads ratio of the three stages considered. 

V, + V, + V, 
R = 

S + V, + V, + V, 

• Figure 6 is similar to Figure 5, but for another value of p. This illustrates 

the effect of changing the value of p on the other factors. 
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Fig. 6. The overheads ratio versus the RU size for different values or AB. (Mean = 16K, 
P = lE-4). 
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Table 5. The first stage frm1ing ... the: second stage framing overheads, Hili] and H2Ii). for different 
possible cues of message length versus framing sizes 

CASE H, [il H,[il 
SPECIFICATIONS (b"s) (bHs) 

nUl aFI 1«01 blO) k!IJ b[IJ 

0 tIO 0 0 0 tIO h, h, 

tIO 0 k[i] h, 

tIO tIO {kli] + Bli]) h, 

tIO 0 0 #0 0 0 n[i] h. n[i] h, 

#0 0 n[il klO) h, 

tIO tIO n[i[ {kiD) + B[O)) h, 

tIO 0 tIO 0 tIO {n[i] ... 1 } h, {n!l] ... 1 } h2 

tIO 0 { n[i] klO] + 1 ) h, 

tIO 0 { n[i] kiD] + k[i] ) h, 

tIO tIO { ni'] kiD] + k[i] + 1 ) h, 

#0 0 tIO { n[i] kiD] • n[i] + 1 ) h, 

tIO 0 { n[i] klOI + n[i] + kll] ) h, 

tIO tIO { n[i] k[O] + n[i] + kli] + 1 ) h, 

Figure 4 represents a case of relatively small messages (M =1 k bits), and 

limited BER (p = 10-5 ). The Figure shows that for smaller values of R U. Ihe 

overheads ratio R is high for various values of AB (smaller, equal. and larger than M ). 
It illustrates that minimum overheads can be achieved when RU is greater than a certain 

limit This limit changes according to the value of A B. 

Figure 5 represents a case of larger messages (M = 16 k bits). and limited BER 

(p = 10-5 ). As in Figure 4, smaller values of R U cause high R. and minimum R is 
achieved when R U increases beyond a certain limit. Unlike the case of Figure 4. it is 

noticed that when AB increases (larger than M ) minimum R is achieved at a single 
value of R U instead oflarge scale of values. 
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Table 6. The retransmission overheads of. message, H3[i), for the different possible cases assuming 
SOLe &lGO-Back-N" (the tr.,-.e in enor and the next one win be retransmitted 

except for the last frame) 

RETRANSMISSION OVERHEADS 

CASE 
H,[i) (bits) 
SOLC "GO.sack-N" 

SPECIFICATIONS (""'.nomitting the frame in error, together with the next, 
except for the last frame) 

nli) aIiJ klOI biOI klil bill 

0 tIC 0 0 0 tIO (b(I]RU+h,) Pib~)RU+h,') 

0 0 tIO 0 (2k{i)- 1)(RU + h,) PiRU + h,1 

0 0 tIO tIO (2k{i)- 1)(RU + h,) PiRU + h,) +{ (RU + h,) + (b)i] RU + h, )} 
PiRU + h,"] + ( b{i] RU + h, ) P("b{q RU + h,") 

tIO 0 0 tIC 0 0 {2n[i] - 1} {bIOI RU + h,} Pib{O] RU + h,"] 

#0 0 0 0 {2 (n(i] " k)O]} - 1} (RU + h,) PiRU + h,"] 

tIC tIC 0 0 2n(q (kIO)- 1} (RU + 11,) PiRU + 11,"] + n)i) (RU + h,) + (bIOI RU + 
h,)} P("RU + h,"] + {n)i] - 1} ({RU + h,) + (bIOI RU + h,)} P("b(O] RU + 
h,"] + {biOI RU + h,} Pib(O] RU + h,] 

#0 0 tIO 0 tIO 2 {n)i] - 1] {bIOI RU + h,} P("b{O] RU + h,"] + {{bIOI RU + h,} + {b[i] 
RU + h,}} P["b[O] RU + h,"] + {b[i] RU + h,} P[""b[i] RU + hi] 

tIO 0 0 tIO 2 (n[i) klO] -1) (RU + h,) P('RU + h,") + {(RU + h,) + (b[i) RU + h,}) 
P('RU + h,") + (b[i) RU + h,} P("b(i) RU + h,") 

tIC 0 tIC 0 2 (n[i) klO) + k(i) -1) (RU + h,J prRU + h,-) 

#0 0 #0 tIO 2 (n~) klO) + k[l] - 1]} (RU + h,) P("RU + h,"] + ({RU + h,) + (b~] RU + 
h,j) P(,RU + h,-) + (b[i) RU + h,j P("b{q RU + h,"] 

#0 #0 0 tIC 2 (n~){k[O)- 1)) (RU + h,) P("RU + h,"] + n[i){(RU + h,) + (bIOI RU + 
h,)) P('RU + h,") + (n(i) - 1) {(RU + h,)+{b[O) RU + h,)) Pib[O) RU + 
h,1 + ({bIOI RU + h,) + (b[i) RU + h,}} P("b[O) RU + h,"] + (b[i] RU + 
h,) P["b[i] RU + h,") 

#0 #0 tIO 0 2 n[i] (klO) - 1) (RU + h,) P('RU + h,") + n(i] ({RU + h,) + (b[O] RU + 
h,)) P("RU + h,") + n~) {(RU + h,) + (bIOI RU + h,)} P["b[O) RU + h,-) 
+ 2{ kli] - 1} (RU + h,) P["RU + h,") + (RU + h,) P[""RU + h,"] 

#0 #0 #0 tIO 2 n[i] (k[O) -1) (RU + h,) P("RU + h,1+ n(i) ({RU + h,) + (b(O) RU + 
h,j) PiRU + h,") + n(i) {(RU + h,) + (b(O) RU + h,)) P("b(O) RU + h,") 
+ 2 (kli) -1) (RU + h,) P("RU + h,") + ((RU + h,) + (b(i) RU + h,)) 
PiRU + h,") + (b(i) RU + h,} Pib~) RU + h,-) 

Figure 6 represents a case of larger messages (M = 16 k bits), and higher BER 

(p = 10-4 ). The Figure shows that for higher BER smaller values of R U provide 

minimum R. 

The above figures illustrate how the overheads can be evaluated under different 

conditions. The developed program allows future evaluations for given empirical data for 
both; message streams and BER. This would help deriving A Band R U values that 

minimize the overheads ratio and consequently maximize throughput. 
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Conclusions 

The work presented in this paper has analyzed the data overheads problem for a 

message stream considering a two-stage framing together with a data link 
(retransmission) protocol: a typical case of IBM·SNA with SOLe (used in 

GULFNET). A computer program for the implementation of the analysis have been 
developed, and used for a given case study. The work illustrates how the various factors 
involved can be balanced, under different circumstances, so that overheads can be 

minimized. The general approach used would be useful. to researchers in the field. in the 
evaluation of data overheads for other network architectures. with different framing and 

different control of transmission errors. 
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